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Warehouse
Management System
Use Eclipse Warehouse Management System to gain instant control over inventory

Eclipse® Warehouse Management System (WMS) is a fully integrated, real-time
warehouse management system that improves productivity and inventory
accuracy. Through the use of digital devices, WMS provides up-to-the-minute
transmission of warehouse activity to your Eclipse solution.

Use Eclipse Warehouse Management System to gain instant control over
inventory. This real-time data transmission gives the warehouse
management system the ability to verify receiving, put-away, and picking
activity; set automatic replenishment and product movement guidelines,
and catch inventory discrepancies and perform cycle counts immediately.
The Eclipse WMS is now available to operate on Android™ devices. Below
is the list of functionality supported in the latest release for Eclipse:

Picking
Quick Pick
Product IDs
Receiving
Put Away
Location Maintenance
Move Product
Replenishment
Carton Receiving (EDI856)
Count by Location
Physical Inventory
Cycle Counting
Pack Carton
Truck Load
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Eclipse
Benefits
Know the status of your
warehouse at any given moment
through real-time data capture
Reduce the number of lost sales
and returns with precise
inventory accuracy
Improve warehouse space
management through the use of
barcode labeling
Reduce potential shipping errors
during the picking and staging
processes
Eliminate facility shutdown during
physical inventory
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Product Features
Zone and location maintenance
Segment your warehouse locations into different areas to track
locations and make receiving and picking more efficient
View product locations to make well-informed decisions about
product reallocation and movement

Advanced Bin Management
Advanced Bin Management is an add-on feature to the Warehouse
Management System application that helps ensure that the products are
put in the right location every time, keeping your warehouse as efficient
as possible. In addition to the zone, you can add details about where
you want the item to go, including location class, price, max quantity,
item size, and many other attributes providing you more control and
organization in your warehouse.

Bar code labeling
Use barcode locations, products, totes, and lots to keep track of
product movement.

Receiving
Validate against EDI ASNs or open purchase orders. Even scan pallet
or box license plate numbers provided by vendors to verify in bulk
and speed to put away.
Putaway material in optimized warehouse travel sequence or
putaway easiest accessible material first.
Capture serial numbers and assign lots.
Receive transfers or return sales orders.
Track overage and defective material separately and trigger real-time
alerts to buyers and salespeople of important warehouse events.

Picking
Pick orders individually or in batches in a single pass.
Split order picks by warehouse zone or equipment to optimize
fulfillment efficiency.
Validate correct SKU & quantity.
Capture serial numbers or lot number.
Capture package counts and print shipping labels.
Present Shipping Instructions and/or line-level comments to your
fulfillment personnel.

Count by Location
You can perform an inventory count at a specific warehouse location.
Enter the location to count and select the product you wish to count to
start counting by location. The system can also provide additional
options in case there are discrepancies so you have the ability to update
the information.
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Cycle Count
Verify and update the product on hand with Cycle
Count. Complete a cycle count for an item by selecting
the item to count, scan the product ID, scan the
location, and enter the quantity. If the count is correct,
the system confirms that the cycle count is complete. If
the count is different, the system provides options for
handling an adjusted count and complete the cycle.

Pack Carton
Handle the totes for an order by scanning a product and
entering the quantity to pack.

Truck Load

Physical Count
Perform physical count to verify and update the
product on hand.
Review the list of count sheets available and locate by
the Count ID, location, or control number.

You can perform package loading actions with
Truck Load.
The system directs you through a process to scan
the carton number and the truck ID.
The process continues until all the items are
scanned into the truck for loading.
You can continue scanning cartons/totes until the
system notifies you that the truckload is complete.

We’re here for the hard-working businesses that keep the world turning. They’re the companies who make, deliver, and
sell the things we all need. They trust Epicor to help them do business better. Their industries are our industries, and we
understand them better than anyone. By working hand-in-hand with our customers, we get to know their business almost
as well as they do. Our innovative solution sets are carefully curated to fit their needs, and built to respond flexibly to their
fast-changing reality. We accelerate every customer’s ambitions, whether to grow and transform, or simply become more
productive and effective. That’s what makes us the essential partners for the world’s most essential businesses.
Contact Us Today: info@epicor.com www.epicor.com
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